Nina's ex-fiancé, Sanjay. Nina had run away from her arranged marriage with Sanjay three years earlier, returning to confront him for the remaining control of the family business. Nina's trajectory, then, shifts. From leaving her family, effectively self-exiling herself after being unable to fulfil her role as a dutiful daughter, she is restored to the family when the patriarch has died. The landscape for this urban fairytale predominantly operates around a romantic comedy which splices between narrative trajectories and uses song and dance routines that parody, or borrow from, Bollywood cinema. The ghost of Nina's father appears at various points to encourage her explorations of his cooking journals, which in turn, provide Nina with a vehicle for familial restoration through the assumption of her father's mantle. Nina's Heavenly Delights can be seen to belong to a growing tradition of British-Asian films that draw on Bollywood motifs and techniques such as Bhaji on the Beach (1993), East is East (1999), Bend it Like Beckham (2002) and Bride and Prejudice (2004) . However, reading the film in this genealogy elides the two most distinctive and defining features of the film: its location and its inclusion of female same-sex desire.
The ways in which sexual, national and transnational identities have become implicated in one another's operations, and the new types of subject positions that emerge as a result of this, has been a rich territory of interest in contemporary criticism, especially in the context of it 'queering' potentials. This argument utilises the Scottish context of Nina's Heavenly Delights to problematize its relationship with contemporary criticism on the operation of same-sex desire in the South Asian diaspora. The fairytale elisions combined with the mobilisation of a saccharine envisioning of Scotland, effectively shuts down the queer possibilities of the film, marking its complicity with a neoliberal Scottish 3 nationalism that subsumes difference within a paradigm of inclusivity. A question that arises from this assessment is the extent to which this neoliberal modelling can be seen as a derivative coming out story, or if there is a space for a more challenging discussion of sexuality and transnational subjectivity in Scotland. Starting with an overview of how this film operates at an oblique angle to queer diaspora studies, the argument reads its lack of 'queerness' (the prevalent paradigm for reading same-sex desire in the South Asian diaspora) as a strategy for creating the possibility for lesbian-identified subject positions for Scottish South Asian women.
TRANSNATIONAL SEXUALITIES AND NINA'S HEAVENLY DELIGHTS
The 'urban fairytale' that Parmar constructs allows the difficult dimensions of a realist representation of intercultural and same-sex love in Scottish South Asian community to be partially suspended in favour of an optimistic envisioning of an inclusive family and community that can absorb and reconcile difficulties, while Glasgow serves as the urban backdrop where those fairytales can come true. In a recent survey of the international scope of Scottish cinema, David Martin-Jones (2009) reads this fairytale's dimensions in terms of realist representation: 'we could also consider this fairytale more positively, as a way of facilitating an examination, or reimagining, of new, tolerant forms of identity in a global diaspora, of which Scotland is only one outpost' (82). Imaginary representations that act as a kind of vanguard or template for the real conditions of 4 certain subject constellations, is something Parmar and Martin-Jones engage with as an ideologically motivated modelling that can have real, productive and very positive
consequences. An aspect of the fairytale, of course, is the relative autonomy from realism. If Nina's departure from her family was precipitated by the rejection of an arranged marriage, albeit one she was given the option to reject, the acceptance of her same-sex relationship by the film's conclusion without any negotiation of how same-sex desire is viewed in Scottish South Asian diaspora, is an example of where fairytales can sidestep realism. As scholars such as Asifa Siraj (2011) have pointed out elsewhere in this journal, the conditions for lesbian-identified women from ethnic minorities in Scotland are especially difficult, partially due to their comparatively small size. The lack of an existing and visible LGBTQ Scottish South Asian community opens up a space to speculate on how issues of identity and culture are inflected in the context of Scotland.
The development of queer and diaspora studies from the 1990s, updates some of the debates and tensions that have played out between feminism, LGBT studies, and postcolonial studies. As Chandra Mohanty (2003) and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (1999) criticised liberal feminism's bias towards Anglo-American conceptualisations of women's freedom, critics such as Meg Wesling (2008) and Jana Evans Braziel (2008) have pointed to the ways in which diaspora studies has focussed on the straight male body with its heteronormative circuits of mobility, while queer studies has been slow to consider how the varying trajectories of modernity have produced competing conceptions of sexuality, normativity and difference that cannot be easily equated or homogenised. The critical interplay between these disciplines has carved out a space for an increasing interest in queer diaspora studies. Last year's special edition on the topic by Textual Practice, brings to attention the work of a diverse group of scholars in past two decades whose projects have brought fringe readings into radical reconceptions of queer transnational identities (Gopinath 2011 , Parker, 2011 . Part of this addresses the inadequacy of labels such as 'gay' and 'lesbian' in non-Western contexts. As Paola Bacchetta (1999) In Deepa Mehta's 1996 fim, Fire, one of the heroines, Sita, tries to situate her sexual and emotion intimacy with her sister-in-law but ends up failing, saying, 'there is no words in our language to describe what we are to each other'. The tense irony build into this statement is that it refers to Hindi, though is uttered in English. Fire has become a kind of urtext in discussions about female same-sex desire and the South Asian diaspora, especially in terms of the adequacy of terms such as 'lesbian'. For the American film critic David Ebert, Sita avoids using the term because, 'Lesbianism is so outside the experience of these Hindus that their language even lacks a word for it' (Gopinath 2005, 142) . For some film critics such as Ebert, this represents a draconian attitude to, and understanding of, sexuality in India, but as a series of critics (Desai, 2004 , Gopinath 2005 , Meghani 2008 ) have discussed at length the queerness at the heart of Fire come in the form of identities which do not draw from the repository of 'lesbian' or 'coming out' stories that reviewers may have been more comfortable with naming and identifying. As Ratna Kapur (2000) has highlighted, the naming, locating and labelling of this desire as part of a Western or non-Indian influence was essential for Hindu nationalists who felt the viability, validity and coherence of their own cultural practices were under threat. As part of this, Deepa Mehta's status as a transnational subject was cited as evidence for the contamination of Indian culture. The critical move to locate the 'impossibility' of naming same-sex desire in Fire is seen as emblematic for the difficulty in creating a space, vocabulary and genealogy for female desire that attempts to posit a universalised lesbian experience. Nina is never explicitly defined as a 'lesbian' in Nina's Heavenly Delights. Nina's language and confidence do unravel however when confronted with the fuller realisation of her desire and are located at two 8 points in the film: when Lisa questions Nina about her adolescent desire for women, and when Nina's best friend Bobbi urges her to come out.
In a scene set in the family restaurant, Lisa peels away part of the wallpaper that comprises the ageing walls of the restaurant to reveal an adolescent note written on the wall, 'Nina loves Lorna'. Lisa gently teases Nina about this, though any hint that this desire was real is quickly negated by Nina, who dismisses the note and distances herself from Lorna who, it transpires, was the captain of the girl's hockey team (much to the delight of Lisa). But the writing is literally on the wall. Although Nina is not explicitly Nina's fear of exclusion is driven by the traditional expectations of her family, an anxiety which is exemplified in silence and the hesitation in naming in her desire. Other secrets in the family include the marriage that her brother keeps from their parents, and the comedic foil of her younger sister's closeted passion for Scottish country dancing. In this family of hidden desires Nina's revelation appears the most dangerous and the one most ready to challenge the basic traditional elements of the household. While Bobbi fulfils the role of camp comedic relief that is a familiar trope from Bollywood films (Desai 2004, 126) , the translation of this role into the diasporic context is marked by the addition of a lover (a local plumber and member of Chutney Queens) and his Scottish identity. His integration into the localised diaspora is marked against Nina's explicit disconnection from it. Her repeated efforts to rehearse and successfully deliver her father's recipes become her only real connection to the local community. The plot's resolution moves towards restoring Nina to the family home while Bobbi's family remains absent from the scene. Bobbi's queerness is integrated, as he points out, in his performance and body. Bobbi's performance brings together Indian kitsch, Bollywood referents, cross-dressing and comedic relief all delivered with a Scottish accent.
Authenticity is clearly off the agenda as irony and camp become his modus operandi which offers the framework for a playful view of his sexuality and gender performance. However Nina's ability to pass as 'straight', and her disconnection from the kind of repertoire that Bobbi is able to draw from, leaves her at an oblique angle from a more complexly realised coming out story, which is precisely where the real fairytale elements of the narrative come into play. The narrative plays out against a backdrop of Scottish stereotypes that cancels out the frictions and uneasiness located at the intersections of Nina's identity. Her search for a terminology to label her desire and still be allowed home, to be recognised as part of her home community, is framed by a Scottish backdrop that is blind to the tensions at work.
CHUTNEY AND TARTAN IN A WET CLIMATE
By not strongly drawing on distinctive cultural or religious dimensions and narratives, Nina's Heavenly Delights is able to bypass critiques of the fidelity of Nina's portrayal. Scottish nationalism has not been racialised in the same way as some of the discursive formations of English nationalism, which has allowed space for a myth of celebratory and seamless integration, a myth that writers such as Bashir Maan have been keen to propagate. This myth is crucial for understanding one of the reasons that a more problematized envisioning of Nina's Heavenly Delights that plays out the tensions between potentially competition cultural norms, is shut down. The tolerant and cosmopolitan myth of Scottish nationalism becomes mapped onto the social relationships within the film: the disruptive and challenging aspects of Nina's desire for another woman for the Glaswegian South Asian community become dismantled in a discursive framework of acceptance and sentiment at the national level.
Nina returns to Glasgow from London, but apart from her intuitive skills in recreating the dishes that her father taught her, there is little to signify her relationship to the diaspora 13 around her. This is, as discussed, partially due to the anodyne portrait of the Scottish diaspora on display. While critics such as Indepal Grewal and Caren Kaplan (2001) have looked at the ways identity is defined by the drag factor of conflicting and sometimes contradictory co-ordinates, Nina appears to be able to resolve the conflicts in her identity with little difficulty. In 2006, Bashir Maan publically criticised the inclusion of gay and lesbian topics in secondary education in Scotland on the basis of its corrupting impact (MacDermid, 2006) . Interestingly, the majority of the Scottish extras in Works Cited
